STAMPAGGIO E LAVORAZIONE
DI PRODOTTI IN OTTONE A DISEGNO

BRASS FORGING AND MACHINING
Pe Giovanni manufactures fully machined brass forgings and sub-assemblies for OEMs since 1968.

Although we can produce almost every part in the range 10 grams to 10 kilos, our company is specialized in: Brass nuts and fittings, polished parts and copper-brass capillary brazed parts.

Flexibility and productivity here at Pe Giovanni’s means the capability to produce parts from 10 grams (less than an ounce) to 10 kilos (20+ pounds), from hundreds to millions of pieces developing new products within few weeks and keeping lead times costantly monitored.

Our operations are located in Italy, close to some of the most efficient European mills of brass, our primary material.

Equipped for series production, the variety of our machines can meet even the most custom-made requests, handling screw presses, automated rotary transfer machines and modular single- and multi-station machining centres. Part loading and material handling is highly automated utilizing robotics, continuous loaders and a centralized swarf evacuator.

Our 40-year experience on material and process knowledge and a state-of-the-art metrology lab are at the service of our customers, experiencing everyday collaborations with manufacturers of equipment operating in many industries, including air conditioning, refrigeration, plumbing, beverage, welding, electromechanics, gas, heating and automotive.
MORSETTERIE - BATTERY TERMINALS
CROMATO - CHROME
TAPPI RESISTENZA - CAPS FOR HEATING ELEMENTS